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“FAR ORBIT”
SPECULATIVE SPACE ADVENTURES
Alpena, MI (April 29, 2014) – World Weaver Press (Eileen Wiedbrauk, Editor-in-Chief) has
announced Far Orbit: Speculative Space Adventures, a new anthology of modern space adventures
edited by Bascomb James, is available in trade paperback and ebook today, Tuesday, April 29, 2014.
Praise for Far Orbit:
“Successfully captures the kinds of stories that were the gateway drugs for many of us who have
been reading science fiction for a long time. Well done!”
— Tangent
“Daring adventure, protagonists who think on their feet, and out of this world excitement!
Welcome to Far Orbit, a fine collection of stories in the best SF tradition. Strap in and enjoy!”
— Julie E. Czerneda, author of Species Imperative
Wiedbrauk commented, “I'm proud to present this anthology, filled with jewels of space adventure, that
reinforces how science fiction can shine when it doesn't take itself too seriously.”
Modern space adventures crafted by a new generation of Grand
Tradition science fiction writers. Smart, readable, and engaging
stories that take us back to a time when science fiction was fun and
informative, pithy and piquant—when speculative fiction
transported us from the everyday grind and left us wondrously
satisfied. Showcasing the breadth of Grand Tradition stories, from
1940s-style pulp to realistic hard SF, from noir and horror SF to
spaceships, alien uplift, and action-adventure motifs, Far Orbit’s
diversity of Grand Tradition stories makes it easy for every SF fan
to find a favorite.
Featuring an open letter to SF by Elizabeth Bear and stories
from Gregory Benford, Tracy Canfield, Eric Choi, Barbara
Davies, Jakob Drud, Julie Frost, David Wesley Hill, K. G.
Jewell, Sam Kepfield, Kat Otis, Jonathan Shipley, Wendy
Sparrow, and Peter Wood.
Far Orbit: Speculative Space Adventures will be available in
trade paperback and ebook via Amazon.com, Barnesandnoble.com,
Kobo.com, and other online retailers, and for wholesale through
Ingram. You can also find Far Orbit on Goodreads.
Join us on Friday, May 2, for our open Twitter chat #SFFlunch from 12:00-2:00 PM EST
@WorldWeaver_wwp where we discuss speculative fiction in general and the Grand Tradition of science
adventure fiction specifically. Follow along, join in, or Tweet questions with #SFFlunch.
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WORLD WEAVER PRESS

World Weaver Press is a publisher of fantasy, paranormal, and science fiction, dedicated to producing
quality works. As a small press, World Weaver seeks to publish books that engage the mind and ensnare
the story-loving soul.
Publication Date: April 29, 2014 • Science Fiction / Space Opera Anthology
$14.95 trade paperback, 280 pages • $7.99 ebook
ISBN: 978-0615959245
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